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New Fangled Technology!
Love it or hate it the push for devices such as iPads for  
use in our courses is strong, so we should embrace it 
with open “trunks!” (            )  As part of the faculty iPad 
cohort at IPFW we have obtained a handful of iPads to 
use in our algebra based physics course labs.
Wishful thinking – What Labs to use
Our first attempt involved “adapting” our current labs 
using the iPad as a replacement for the motion sensors 
for position-time measurements.
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Conclusion
The iPads did not work as well as expected with the adapted 
labs suffering from some of the limitations mentioned above.  
However, they have demonstrated their usefulness in 
collecting an analyzing data efficiently in a general physics 
lab setting.  The key to better success will lie in the design of 
labs specifically tailored to the iPads.  We have seen some 
preliminary success with this through limited use in one of 
our general education courses.
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Apps so many Apps!  
If you spend vast quantities of time you can sift through 
the endless variations of angry birds you can find some 
useful apps!  The three most heavily used apps were
And some other useful apps such included.
ItrackMotion ($1.99)
iTrackMotion is a low cost app that allows for the tracking 
of objects in videos acquired by the iPads.  We chose 
this app because along with the motion tracking it 
exported the data in a universally usable format (CSV).
ItrackMotion allows the user to set the location of the 
coordinate origin and calibrate the scale to a reference in 
the video such as the meter stick shown in the diagram 
below.
The motion is tracked 
by positioning a cross-
hair onto the object for 
each frame (or every 
few frames if desired).
What to do with Tracked Mastodon Motion
Unfortunately apps that do everything we want are as 
extinct as the mighty Mastodon.  The iPad allows apps to 
open various types of data files and it can be challenging 
to simplify the process of moving data between apps.  
ItrackMotion exports its data via email.  The CSV file can 
be accessed in Numbers ($9.99) by way of the email 
attachment.
weeeeee
Within numbers students can make quick plots to visually 
inspect the data.  Here they can also make calculations 
(e.g. create a column of velocities from the position time 
data).  Unfortunately numbers does not have a curve 
fitting option so a third app is required.
DataAnalysis (free!)
The DataAnalysis app is a fantastic FREE app that does 
some relatively appealing plots with excellent curve fitting 
options!
Data can be cut and 
paste from Numbers 
into DataAnalysis.  
I ♥ number 
crunching!
The plotted data can be fit and easily exported as images 
or pdfs to be used later in lab reports.  
Pros and Cons
One of the obvious advantages is data taking.  Videos 
can be taken quickly from multiple perspectives for 
analysis in contrast to reconfiguring and testing ultrasonic 
motion sensors. 
The iPads can mirror their display on a projector through 
the use of an Apple TV.  This allows for real time sharing 
of lab material during any full class discussion 
One of the drawbacks of the iPad is that you can only 
have one app on screen at a time.  This gets tedious if 
you are going the eDocument route.  Students can not 
see their lab assignment, data and writeup side by side 
as you can on a traditional computer.
Being forced to use email to move data between some 
apps is also tedious and requires network support to 
function.  This may be an issue depending on the IT 
department rules and regulations  Our IT department 
made some significant effort to accommodate the iPads.
